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The Prosetta Platform for cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) and assembly of viral capsid-
like structures has been used successfully to identify novel compounds with antiviral 
activity (see other abstracts submitted).  While a diverse group of pharmacophores have 
shown viral family selectivity, several others have shown activity across  multiple viral 
families.  Conversely, some hits identified early in the screening process as active against 
multiple viral families have progressed into subseries with greater selectivity and 
increased potency.  We hypothesized that key recognition features necessary for antiviral 
activity in cell culture live virus assays were present in a good number of our early hits 
and likely targeted host factors.  Thus it might be possible to bypass the need for plate 
screening to identify initial active small molecules for additional viral families. We tested 
this hypothesis on members of two unrelated viral families: rabies virus (RABV), a 
member of the Rhabodviridae (a single strand negative polarity RNA virus with a bullet-
shaped capsid assembled in the cytoplasm) and Monkey pox (MPXV), a member of the 
Poxviridae ( a double stranded DNA virus whose capsid forms in the cytoplasm). A 
subset of Prosetta’s active antiviral pharmacophores were screened for effects on capsid 
assembly as measured by velocity sedimentation. Several hits were achieved for each of 
these viral families.  A significant number were found to be active against live virus in 
cell culture in each case. ELISA-based plate screens were established for RABV and 
MPXV and successfully recapitulated the same hits. These findings demonstrate the 
versatility of CFPS-based drug screening, extend its reach to two more viral families, and 
suggest a novel strategy for management of emerging or engineered (bioweapon) viral 
threats. 


